


Features of PASS Storeroom
Stock count with variance and reconciliation
Goods in
Issue and Return (items leave stock)
Lend and Return (items remain in stock)
Batch traceability
Commodity, Batch and Serial type stock
low stock flags and reordering.
Stock by location
Stock by category
Stock on loan
Stock throughput report
Goods in by date report
Goods past expiry date report
Transaction histories
Multiple sites with central server. VPN, GPS, Citrix, Windows Terminal Server
Multiple databases same licence 
Access, Mysql or sql server databases
Barcode printing
Sig capture with epad
PDA program - In, Out, Move, Sig capture
Android or Win mobile (Android runs with pLink)
Supports Bluetooth scanners so usable with Android phones



Our Software is based on barcoded data



Five important things it will show you

** It shows you what you have got **

It will keep an up to date list or everything you have in the 
warehouse showing where it all is and how much its worth.

** It shows you where it is or who has got it **

It will show you who has borrowed or hired things like tools and 
equipment and how long they have had it. 

** It shows you how much you are using **

It will show you how many consumable items you are using.
** It shows you what to reorder **

It will show you what and when to reorder and prevent stock outs 
both of company products and consumable products.

** It shows you what has happened **



The incoming goods can be recorded with either their own supplier barcodes or an internal 
barcode generated as the goods are logged on the system.

The date of receipt, automated expiry date together with any damages.

The product code will determine whether the product needs batch traceability and a 
batch/serial number.

Receiving



Issue or 
Lend?

Sometimes you will need to issue trial kit to customers or 
tools to staff. In this case we record the load and generate 

lists of items out on loan to enable follow up.



Despatch

Dispatches to customers, record the goods moving out 
of stock with a scan of the barcode on the item and the 

location. In this way the contents of the location are 
always up to date. If stock is moved from one bin to 

another, the PDA will also record this move.



Low stock 
and 

replenishing

To improve cash flow it  is necessary to maintain the minimum 
stock level you can.  It is necessary to know when stock falls below 
the minimum safe levels as reflected in sales forecasts. We display 

warning flags when this happens.



Product 
details



Reordering

IT is necessary for the purchasing department to know in good time 
what to reorder and from who. This warehouse report assists the 

process.



Stock 
valuation

Management information needs a couple of pieces of stock related 
information to manage the business efficiently: 1. How the stock 
is  made up either by value or by class. The system enables you to 

categorise your stock items to do this



Old stock

Out of date stock is expensive so it is necessary to identify when it 
will go past its expiry date. To do this you can set your expiry date 
earlier than necessary then run regular reports to enable salesmen  

to focus on stock that will shortly expire.



History

You can also see goods coming in by data to resolve issues where it 
is not certain when goods were received.



Turnover

Management can see what stock is moving in any 
given time period and adjust budgets to take account 
of spikes and dips. All the reports are exportable to 

Excel which enables graphs and charts to be drawn on 
the data.



Stock takes

The regular pain of stock takes is alleviated with a system 
that allows partial counts and schedules. Sorted by location 

the sheets make the count accurate and fast.



Stock takes

This shows what you should have against what has 
been counted so far.

This shows what you haven’t done yet.



Reconcile 
stock

The Stock reconciliation lets you quickly update the database to 
the levels you have counted



User rights

Multiple users can access the PC at no extra cost each with their 
own access rights to different parts of the software. 



Databases

Multiple databases at no extra license fee enable you 
to keep track of consumables like office stationery, 
warehouse packaging, tools and equipment using the 
lend function and any other groups of products. 
Users can switch quickly between databases at their 
local terminal and run any of the above functions 
exclusively to their set of data.



System

Barcode Printers: Any barcode label printer with a Windows driver.

PDAs: Android preferred. Windows Mobile available. IOS not  
supported.

Wedge Scanners: USB or Wireless

Signature pads: Currently Epad supported. Others integrated on 
request.

Barcodes: Linear only.

Windows software, hardware 
independent
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